WYOWARN, FEMA and EPA Team Up to Provide Wyoming Operators With Cloth Masks!

WyoWARN, FEMA, EPA and US Department of Homeland Security are teaming up to provide Wyoming water and wastewater treatment, distribution and collection operators with washable cloth face masks (these are not considered PPE). We hope that this will be enough to provide several masks to each operator.

Distribution of these masks will be coordinated by WyoWARN and the Wyoming Association of Rural Water Systems (WARWS). To pick up masks, you will need to coordinate with someone in your WyoWARN region and possibly travel to another community to pick them up.

If you are interested in obtaining masks for your water or wastewater system operators, please email warws@warws.com and include the following information:

- Your name
- Best phone number to reach you
- System name (please, only one request from each system)
- Number and names of operators
- Address
- PWSID and NPDES Permit Number
- Utility type (W/WW)
- Population served
- Can you help distribute masks to other water or wastewater systems in your area?

WyoWARN anticipates that the masks will arrive in Casper in one to two weeks. Please submit your request as soon as possible, so that WyoWARN can properly allocate the masks and arrange transport.